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AWS Advanced Networking
Certification BootCamp:
ANS-C00
Duration: 2 Days

COURSE OUTLINE
Basic Networking
VPC
Routing & Peering

DESCRIPTION
This is a two-day specialty course that deep
dives into Advanced Networking of AWS and
enhances knowledge of AWS Infrastructure. This
training is focused towards Advanced
Networking – Specialty Certification, with handson labs for simulation of Hybrid Cloud
Environment.

VPN
Direct Connect
Enhanced Networking
Network Security
Elastic Load Balancer

AWS Advanced Networking will be a great utility
to companies who are trying to move to the
Cloud.

Route 53
CloudFront

OBJECTIVES
To attain deep knowledge of AWS
infrastructure, design and deploy Hybrid Cloud
along with AWS
To attain skills to clear the AWS Advanced
Networking – Specialty Certification Exam
(ANS-C00)

AWS WorkSpaces & Directory
Service

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Networking professionals who want to learn
how to design highly scalable, available, costefficient and failure tolerant systems on AWS
Networking professionals who want to extend
their skill sets on AWS
Networking professionals who want to learn
architectural best practices to deploy
applications on AWS as well as Hybrid Cloud
Environment
IT professionals and AWS Certified Architects
(Associate or Professional) who want to attain
the AWS Advanced Networking – Specialty
Certification (ANS-C00)

PREREQUISITES
This is NOT a beginners AWS class. Prior
experience with AWS is necessary.
Should have attended AWS Level-2 course
offered by CloudThat Technologies OR
Should have hands-on experience in S3, EC2,
ELB, RDS, Auto-Scaling
Participants should have any AWS Certification
at Associate Level

TESTIMONIALS
Best training center to learn
AWS Cloud Computing
Services in India. Training
was excellent and trainer has
good knowledge about the
real world market and used
these cases to explain the
course content.
- Santosh (NOC Lead, CA
Technologies)

Good faculty, great
atmosphere, great examples,
made my life easier. Wish to
advice friends & colleagues
to join CloudThat. Great
going, keep up the good
work. Wish you a great
success.
- Veerendra (Assistant
Manager, Accenture)

Excellent training, there
were lot of things to learn
even for experienced AWS
user. Trainer has very good
knowledge and was able to
explain real scenarios which
were very good.
- Srinivasa Rao (Technical
Manager, Samsung Research
India Bangalore)

For training inquiry,
please email us at: sales@cloudthat.in
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